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A comprehensive menu of August Moon Chinese Kyogle from KYOGLE covering all 15 courses and drinks
can be found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Marion Read likes about August Moon Chinese Kyogle:
Very clean restaurant, friendly staff, great atmosphere. Delicious food and value for money. Thanks for your

service and variety of menu. Will definitely recommend this restaurant. Cheers Marion read more. The restaurant
and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What

User doesn't like about August Moon Chinese Kyogle:
Very rude seated us and told us we could have a menue we were 1st customer at opening and then take away

orders were being taken behind us and we had not been served, the cook came out and screamed at us no table
service, cooking for 1 hour , we said we would go to the pub this isn't good enough, then she was come back in

an hour we said no! First customers at opening 5pm sat at a table and treated like that, just go... read more.
Experience in August Moon Chinese Kyogle from KYOGLE the diversity of tasty Chinese cuisine,

authentically cooked in a wok, and you can look forward to the tasty classic seafood cuisine. The Asian fusion
cuisine is likewise an important part of August Moon Chinese Kyogle. Anyone who finds the normal and generally
known dishes too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination
of ingredients consume, Don't miss the chance to enjoy the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared straight out from

the oven in an original way.
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Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Carne� � Ave�
CERDO AGRIDULCE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
SOUP

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

DUCK

TRAVEL

BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

KING PRAWNS

HONEY
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:30-14:00
Wednesday 11:30-14:00
Thursday 11:30-14:00
Friday 11:30-14:00
Saturday 17:00-21:00
Sunday 17:00-21:00
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